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Description: "Global Farm Tire Market: Trends, Opportunities and Forecasts (2016-2021) - (By Value and Volume; By Type - Total Farm Tire Market, Front Farm Tire Market, Rear Farm Tire Market, Front Farm Tire Replacement Market, Rear Farm Tire Replacement Market; By Region; By Country; By Trade; Key Players, Recommendations)"

Global Farm Tire Market is a growing market with the increasing demand of tires in the agricultural sector. Global Farm Tire Market has been growing at a moderate pace over the last five years on account of growing number of agricultural vehicles and the resultant demand for farm tires in different regions.

During 2016-21, global farm tire market is anticipated to grow at moderate rate in both the segments of tires - front and rear farm tires. The growth in number of tires manufactured, rise in R&D of the new products also create demand for the products making the market to grow at a steady pace.

Research Methodology

Historic market trend has been figured out by various paid databases which was further triangulated with inputs and insights from industry experts, companies and stakeholders, through primary research (Marketing managers). Future estimation of the market has been made through insights from industry experts, past trends, business strategies of the companies operating in the market and back of the envelope calculation.

Scope of the Report:

The report covers the Farm Tire Market:
- By Value
- By Volume

The report provides Segmentation by Type:
- Total Farm Tire Market
- Front Farm Tire Market
- Rear Farm Tire Market
- Front Farm Tire Replacement Market
- Rear Farm Tire Replacement Market

The report provides coverage by Region:
- North America
- Europe
- Asia Pacific
- Rest of the World (RoW)

The report provides coverage by Country:
- United States
- Mexico
- Canada
- United Kingdom
- France
- Germany
- Italy
- Japan
- Korea
- China
- India
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